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RELATING THE QUARK MASS DEFINED IN THE�REGULARIZATION INVARIANT� SCHEMETO THE MS MASS AT O(�3s)�K.G. Chetyrkiny and A. RéteyInstitut für Theoretishe Teilhenphysik, Universität KarlsruheKaiserstr. 12, Postfah 6980, D-76128 Karlsruhe, Germany(Reeived Otober 20, 1999)We report on the analytial alulation of the O(�3s) onversion fatorbetween the MS quark mass and the one de�ned in the so-alled �Regular-ization Invariant� sheme.PACS numbers: 12.38.Bx, 12.38.Cy, 12.38.G, 12.15.Ff1. IntrodutionAlthough the quark masses are fundamental parameters of the QCDLagrangian, their relation to measurable physial quantities is not diret.They depend on the renormalization sheme and, within a given one, on therenormalization sale �.In the realm of perturbative QCD the most frequently used mass de�ni-tion is the so-alled short distane MS mass, based on the MS-sheme [1,2℄.Unfortunately it is di�ult to obtain preise information on the quark massesfrom pQCD, as the mass dependene of it's preditions is relatively weak.One possibility to obtain suh information is to make lattie QCD al-ulations, whih provide a diret way to determine quark masses from �rstpriniples (for reent disussions see [5�9℄ ). The resulting quark mass is the(short distane) bare lattie quark mass. A sheme that is diretly aessi-ble in lattie alulations is the �Regularization Independent� sheme, whihhas been used in some reent lattie alulations and was proposed in [4℄.� Presented by A. Rétey at the XXIII International Shool of Theoretial Physis�Reent Developments in Theory of Fundamental Interations�, Ustro«, Poland,September 15�22, 1999.y Permanent address: Institute for Nulear Researh, Russian Aademy of Sienes,60th Otober Anniversary Prospet 7a, Mosow 117312, Russia.(3373)



3374 K.G. Chetyrkin, A. RéteyTo relate lattie quark masses to those de�ned in a ontinuum pertur-bative sheme as the MS one requires the alulation of the orrespondingrenormalization onstants. These onstants an be de�ned and omputedonly perturbatively. The onversion fator for the mass de�ned in the RIsheme and the MS sheme is now known at next-to-next-to-leading order(NNLO) from [10℄ and happens to be numerially signi�ant. This makesmandatory to know the NNNLO O(�3s) term in the onversion fator.In this work we report on the alulation of this term. It turns out thatthe size of this term is omparable to the previous one at a renormalizationsale of 2 GeV � the typial sale urrently used in lattie alulations ofthe light quark masses.2. Sheme dependene of the quark massIn order to alulate the onversion fators, we start with the bare quarkpropagator (for simpliity we stik to the Landau gauge and do not expliitlydisplay the gauge dependene)S0(q; �0s ;m0) = iZ dxeiqxhT[ 0(x) � 0(0)℄i = (m0 � =q ��0)�1 (1)with the quark mass operator�0 being onveniently deomposed into Lorentzinvariant strutures aording to �0 = =q�0V +m0�0S . Here m0 and  0 arethe bare quark mass and �eld respetively and a0s � �0s=� = g2=(4�2), whereg is the bare QCD gauge oupling.Higher order orretions to physial quantities in pQCD will give �niteresults only after regularization and reparameterization of all parametersand �elds of the theory. Moreover, Greens funtions as (1) also need to berenormalized. To be preise we assume that (1) is dimensionally regulated bygoing to non-integer values of the spae-time dimension D = 4� 2" [11,12℄.Then the MS renormalized Green funtion (1) reads:S(q; �s;m; �) = (m� =q��)�1 = Z�12 S0(q; �0s ;m0)jm0=Zmm;�0s=�"Z��s (2)where  = Z�1=22  0 is the renormalized quark �eld and the 't Hooft massparameter � is a sale at whih the renormalized quark mass is de�ned. Therenormalization onstants Z2; Z� and Zm are series of the generi formZ? = 1 +Xi>0 Z(i)? 1"i ; Z(i)? =Xj�i Z(i;j)? ��s� �j ; ? = 2; �;m: (3)



Relating the Quark Mass De�ned in the �Regularization Invariant�... 3375The quark propagator renormalized aording to a di�erent subtration pro-edure reads (parameters marked with a prime belong to the other sheme)S0(q; �0s;m0; �) = 1m0 � =q ��0 = (Z 02)�1S0(q; �0s;m0)jm0=Z0mm;�0s=�"Z0��s ;(4)where without essential loss of generality we have set �0 = �. The �nitenessof the renormalized �elds and parameters in both shemes implies that,within perturbation theory, the relation between them is uniquely:m = Z 0mZm �m0 = Cm �m0;  =sZ 02Z2 �  0 =pC2 �  0; (5)with the �onversion funtions� being themselves �nite series in �0s, i.e.C? � 1 +Xi>0 C(i)? ��0s� �i ; ? = m; 2: (6)In general the oe�ients Ci? may depend on the ratio m0=�. If suh adependene is absent the orresponding sheme is alled a �mass indepen-dent� one. In what follows, we will assume that the funtion C� is knownand, thus, will deal with series of the type (6) in terms of the MS �sFrom Eqs. (1) it is easy to see thatC2 � (1 +�V ) = 1 +�0V ; C2 � Cm � (1��S) = 1��0S : (7)These equations together with renormalization onditions for the non-MSsheme provide then the neessary information to determine the onversionfators Cm and C2, one the MS renormalized �V and �S are given.A mass independent MOM1 sheme has reently been suggested in [4℄under the name of RI (�Regularization Invariant�) and is de�ned by2:limm!0 148Tr "� � �=q(1 +�RIV )��q� #q2=��2 = 1 ; limm!0 112Tr �1��RIS �q2=��2 = 1:(8)From these we get the onversion onstants (` = log(� q2�2 )):CRI2 =�1 +�V + 12 � ��V (`)�` ��1q2=��2m=0 ; CRIm ="1 +�V + 12 � ��V (`)�`1��S # q2=��2m=0 :(9)1 The so-alled momentum subtration shemes require the values of Green Funtionswith �xed � dependent external momentum on�gurations to be �xed2 Traes are to be taken over olor, Lorentz and Dira indies



3376 K.G. Chetyrkin, A. Rétey3. Three loop MS quark propagatorWe have analytially omputed the funtions �V and �S in the masslesslimit to order �3s. In addition, we have alulated the �rst 6 (3 for the 3-loopase) terms in a small mass expansion of these funtions. The alulationwas making intensive use of omputer algebra programs. In partiular, wehave used QGRAF [14℄ for the generation of diagrams and LMP [17℄ for theasymptoti expansions (for an introdution see [3℄). The resulting masslesspropagator diagrams and massive tadpole diagrams have been evaluatedwith the form pakages MINCER [15℄ and MATAD [16℄. Up to 2 loops theanalytial mass dependene of the funtions �V and �S are known [18℄.These results have been used as ross heks for our results and we foundfull agreement in numerial evaluation and small and large mass expansionsof their result. The full results of these funtions are published in [13℄.4. ResultsOur result for the onversion funtion for the RI mass to the MS massreads3 as funtion of nf :CRIm = 1 + �s4� ��163 � + ��s4��2 ��19909 + 1523 �3 + 899 nf�+��s4��3 ��6663911648 + 408007108 �3 � 29609 �5 + 236650243 nf�493627 �3 nf + 803 �4 nf � 8918729 n2f � 3227 �3 n2f� :At a sale � = 2 GeV and nf = 4, the numerial ontributions of the leadingorder to NNNLO terms are as follows (with �s(2GeV)=� = 0:1)CRIm = 1:� 0:133333 � 0:0754071 � 0:0495357One observes that the sizes of the NNLO and NNNLO ontributions to CRImat this sale amount to about 7.5% and 5% respetively. This shows that theNNNLO term is numerially signi�ant and should be taken into aountwhen transforming the RI quark masses to the MS ones. Indeed, the size ofthe NNNLO term makes the appliability of pQCD at this sale doubtful.For a more elaborate disussion on the result see [13℄.3 �x are the values of Riemann's Zeta funtion, note that CRIm is gauge independent
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